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Sequential decision making from experience, or reinforcement learning (RL), has traditionally been cast as a
Markov Decision Problem (MDP) (Sutton and Barto 1998).
An MDP comprises a set of states S, a set of actions A,
a reward function R : S × A × S → R, and a transition
function T : S × A × S → [0, 1]. The objective is to find
a policy π : S → A that maximizes expected long-term
reward. Indeed, when S and A are finite, it is possible to
learn the optimal action value function Q∗ : S × A → R
efficiently, such as through temporal difference (TD) updates to a table of values (Brafman and Tennenholtz 2003;
Watkins and Dayan 1992). The optimal policy π ∗ can then
be derived as: π ∗ (s) = argmaxa Q∗ (s, a), ∀s ∈ S.
The theoretical guarantee of learning the optimal policy
does not extend to a predominant number of sequential decision making problems occurring in practice, which possess continuous (or very large) state spaces. In such problems, the function approximation scheme employed might
preclude representation of the optimal policy; even with sufficient representations, learning algorithms can converge to
fixed points that are sub-optimal (Bhatnagar et al. 2008;
Perkins and Precup 2003). Just as insufficient representations can break the Markovian assumption, so can noise in
the state signal, or partial observability. Coping with partial observability systematically, while well-studied, is yet
to scale to complex tasks with high-dimensional, continuous state spaces (Cassandra, Kaelbling, and Littman 1994;
Pineau, Gordon, and Thrun 2006).
Sequential decision making in real-world applications is
bound to suffer from insufficient representations of the function approximator and noisy observations; the objective of
learning in these tasks has to be rescaled from achieving optimal behavior to realizing policies with “high” expected long-term rewards in a “sample-efficient” manner.
A natural approach for doing so is to learn an approximation of the (action) value function, as in the discrete case,
from which a greedy policy is derived. Value functionbased (VF) methods have indeed been successful on several
complex tasks, including elevator control (Crites and Barto
1996), autonomic resource allocation (Tesauro et al. 2007),
and robot soccer Keepaway (Stone, Sutton, and Kuhlmann
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2005). However, it remains that even for simple two-state
MDPs and with linear function approximation, the parameters wV F learned to approximate the value function best
(such as in terms of squared error) might yield policies with
lower expected long-term rewards than what is achievable
with the chosen representation (Baxter and Bartlett 2001).
In other words, if V (πw ) is the expected long-term reward of a policy π with parameters w, then in general,
wV F 6= argmaxw V (πw ).
For a given policy representation, determining wbest =
argmaxw V (πw ) is an unconstrained optimization problem. Policy search (PS) methods (Bhatnagar et al. 2008;
Whiteson and Stone 2006) directly search the space of parameters to find “good” solutions wP S with high values of
V (πwP S ). In contrast with VF methods, they do not learn
the value function as an intermediate step. Intuition suggests
that this would make them less sensitive to poor function
approximation and partial observability, while on the other
hand, be less sample efficient.
Our recent experimental study affirms this intuition (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone 2009a). On a suite
of “grid world” tasks that can be varied for the size of
the state space, action noise, expressiveness of function
approximation, and state noise, we record the performance
of Sarsa (Rummery and Niranjan 1994), a classical VF
method, and the cross-entropy method (De Boer et al.
2005), a PS method. While Sarsa is able to quickly learn
good policies when provided adequate function approximation and complete observability of state, the cross-entropy
method, while it requires more training experiences by
a few orders of magnitude, is able to yield significantly
better policies under poor function approximation and high
values of state noise. Sample efficiency and asymptotic
performance are both desirable in practical sequential
decision making problems. Extending our study, we test a
simple scheme to integrate VF and PS methods to achieve
these dual objectives.
In our method of integration, denoted VF+PS, we force
PS to employ the same representation as VF; i.e., the action
chosen from some state under PS is greedy with respect to
action preferences (which would be estimates of action values under VF). The parameters learned by VF after a certain
number of episodes of training are transferred to PS, which
proceeds to refine them. Results show that over a broad
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Figure 1: Combining VF and PS methods. In the grid world graphs, note the break in the x axis at 10,000 episodes, beyond
which a log scale is adopted. For detailed descriptions, see original paper (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone 2009a).
range of settings in our grid world suite of tasks, and using
a linear representation, VF+PS inherits the superior sample
efficiency of VF as well as the high asymptotic performance
of PS. Illustrative learning curves are shown in Figure 1. In
Figure 1(a), the algorithms employ a representation capable
of expressing the optimal policy; in Figure 1(b), the representation is severely impoverished. Under both settings,
VF+PS (with parameters transferred at 10,000 episodes) is
able to learn quickly and register a high asymptote, whereas
VF and PS fail in one of these respects. We also observe
this ability of VF+PS in the more complex benchmark task
of robot soccer Keepaway (Stone, Sutton, and Kuhlmann
2005), when the representation used for learning is a single
layer neural network for each action.
Finding wbest = argmaxw V (πw ) under a given representation is crucial in practical applications of reinforcement
learning. Whereas VF is not committed to finding wbest and
PS is not sample efficient in trying to find it, VF+PS attempts
to fulfil both criteria. We are working on adding to VF+PS
the ability to intelligently decide when to switch from VF
to PS (currently this is hand-coded). While our current implementation transfers the entire policy representation from
VF to PS, a more general framework would allow PS to inherit the policy learned by VF without necessarily borrowing
the representation. As preliminary work, our current implementation of VF+PS only considers Sarsa for VF and the
cross-entropy method for PS: these methods do not represent the entire spectrum of VF and PS methods. We aim to
consider in future work actor-critic algorithms, policy gradient methods, and VF methods using eligibility traces, all of
which show some degree of resistance to deficient function
approximation and partial observability.
In a related line of work, we show that VF and PS methods
can be applied to learn separate components of team behavior in the Keepaway task. Whereas previous successful results in Keepaway (including the one reported earlier) limit
learning to an isolated, infrequent decision that amounts to a
turn-taking behavior among players (PASS), we expand the
agents’ learning capability to include the more ubiquitous
action of moving without the ball (G ET O PEN) (Kalyanakrishnan and Stone 2009b). Credit assignment to individual actions in G ET O PEN is less straightforward than for
PASS; we find it expeditious to learn G ET O PEN using
policy search, whereas PASS is well-suited to TD learning (Stone, Sutton, and Kuhlmann 2005). Results show that

not only does learning G ET O PEN match well-tuned handcoded policies, but importantly, that PASS and G ET O PEN
can be learned simultaneously in an interleaved manner.
This serves as an instance of VF and PS methods solving
different subproblems in a complex task, which is also important for scaling RL to increasingly complex problems.
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